Hajj Word Search
Circle each word you find from the list below in the wordsearch box!

IHRAM  ZAMZAM  ARAFAT
HAJJ  MARWA  MAKKAH
MINA  KABAAH  DHULHIJJAH
MADINAH  SAFA
Lamb Colouring Sheet
Build a Ka’bah Sadaqah Box
Color in your Ka’bah and fold to collect your sadaqa for the 10 day of Dhul Hijjah.

Use gold glitter on this strip, then cut it out and glue it around the cube.
Ka'bah Colouring Sheet
Hajj Maze
Help the Hajjis get to Makkah to perform Hajj at the Ka’bah.
Hajj Crossword
Fill in the crossword using the clues below! Ask a parent if you need help.

DOWN
1. Muslims perform the act of _____ on Eid al Adha
2. The 5th pillar of Islam
4. Muslims walk around this 7 times to complete Hajj

ACROSS
3. The place the Ka’bah is in
5. The prophet known as “Friend of Allah”
4. The devil is chased down from here
1. At the miqat I see an __________________________________________________________________________

2. At Mina and Mudzalifah there are palm trees and _______________________________________________

3. The Ka’bah is in ______________________________________________________________________________

4. The Mount of Arafat is right next to ______________________________________________________________

5. The Jamraat Al Aqaba is closest to ________________________________________________________________
Which Animals Can We Sacrifice?
Color the animals that pilgrims can sacrifice and put an X on those they cannot.
Eid Al-Adha Mubarak Sign

Colour this in and make your own amazing decorative sign to hang up in your house for Eid!
Eid Al-Adha Mubarak Sign